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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 

Context. The single blackboard architecture is widely used in the LTE application area. Despite its 

several benefits, this architecture limits synchronization possibilities of the developed systems and 

increases the signal operational latency. As a result the DSP (Digital Signal Processing) utilization is 

suboptimal.  

 

Objectives. In this thesis, we design a new architecture, which combines concepts of Multi-

Blackboards and Pipes & Filters architectures, as a replacement for the current single blackboard 

architecture at Ericsson. The implementation of the new architecture makes the environment 

asynchronous. We evaluate the new architecture at simulated environment of Ericsson with 222225 

connection items from 9000 base stations all over the world. Each connection item has a complete UE 

session and one of possible connection statuses, e.g. active, inactive, connected, DRX sleeping, 

postponed. These connection items can be from any country in the world. 

 

Methods. We design a new architecture for UPCUL component of LTE network based on analysis of 

real network data from Ericsson. We perform a case study to develop and evaluate the new 

architecture at Ericsson.  

 

Results. We evaluate the new architecture by performing a case study at Ericsson. The results of case 

study show that the new architecture not only increases DSP utilization by 35%, but also decreases 

signal operational latency by 53%, FO operation time by 20% and FO operation cycles by 20%. Also, 

the new architecture increases correctness performance. 

 

Conclusions.  We conclude that the new architecture increases DSP utilization and decreases the 

signal operational latency, therefore, improves performances of UPCUL component of LTE.  Due to 

time constraints, we only considered four LTE FOs (Function Objects) and relative signals. Future 

work should focus mainly on the other FOs and signals. We also analyze unconsidered FOs, and make 

an integration solution table which contains solutions to integrate these unconsidered FOs into the new 

architecture.  The second avenue for future work is to re-size the size of the two blackboard storages. 

We find out that the maximum memory size of needed UE sessions per sub-frame is only 1.305% of 

the memory size of all UE sessions (31650 bytes). So the memory size of blackboard storage should 

be adjusted on the basis of needed UE sessions instead of all UE sessions. 

 

 

Keywords: Multi-Blackboard, Pipes & Filters, 

Architecture,  LTE, Ericsson.  

 



 

 

TERMINOLOGY 
 

LTE - According to Wiki, LTE is an abbreviation for Long-Term Evolution, 

commonly marketed as 4G LTE, is a standard for wireless communication of high-

speed data for mobile phones and data terminals. 

 

UPCUL - UPC is a control panel of LTE design at Ericsson. UPC will organize 

control signals for PE which means protocol panel. In UPC, there are two 

channels/links called UL (UPLINK) and dl (downlink). So UPCUL means the 

component in UPC which controls UL signals.   

 

CM – Common memory. It is a memory which stores all UE sessions.  

 

Listmgr - It is a terminology at Ericsson. The full name of Listmgr is list manager 

which be in charge of controlling all signals and behaviors of FOs.  

 

GMAT - Git Multi-Atest. It is a type of tests at Ericsson as the first gate for 

delivery. During GMAT, codes will be tested through all possible cases. 

 

GMDC - Git Multi-Delivery Check. It is a type of tests at Ericsson as the second 

gate for delivery. During GMDC, codes will be tested through all base stations and 

performances will be officially reported to product manager for finial pass.  

 

SwU - It is a terminology at Ericsson. A SwU means software unit which contains 

FOs relative to the same function. For example, upcAdmianSwU is a test unit for 

admin monitoring function of UPCUL component. In upcAdminSwU, there are 

some FOs which relative to this function, such as upcAdminMsg2, upcAdminValid, 

etc. 

 

LDM - Local Data Memory.  It is a memory storage which stores data of running 

processes and threads.  

 

DUL20 - It is a test node at Ericsson which contains test environment factors.  

 

DUS41 - It is a test node at Ericsson which contains test environment factors. 

 

DUS52 - It is a test node at Ericsson which contains test environment factors. 

 

EBT - Extended Basic Test. It is a type of tests at Ericsson which normally run 

with GMDC together.  

 

Ghost Process - A ghost process behaves as an alias for the static process, and has 

its own PID.  

 

DSP – Digital Signal Processing. DSP is a specialized microprocessor, with its 

architecture optimized for the operational needs of digital signal processing. 

 

Signal Operational Latency – The time that signals are postponed due to UE 

session taken by other signals.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abbreviation


 

 

DRX - Discontinuous reception. It is a method used in mobile communication to 

conserve the battery of the mobile device that keep users connected internally 

instead of constantly.  

 

UE context - It is an extraction of UE session. Because LDM is a limited memory 

storage, can’t store all whole UE sessions. In order to solve this, Ericsson 

introduces UE context which only includes header and reference pointer of UE 

session.  

 

UE session - User connection data which used in LTE. In the user connection data, 

there are many fields, such as connection session ID, last time connection period, 

DRX sleep time, etc. 

 

FO - Function Object. It means a function unit. At Ericsson, a FO equals a *.h and 

a *.c files.  

 

FO operation time - The operation time (ns) when FO is running.  

 

FO operation cycle - The operation cycle (cc) when FO is running. 

 

PM - Performance Measure. The measurements of LTE performance, such as 

latency time, DRX sleeping time, etc.  

 

F2F – face to face.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

With fast growing software business, many software products become more and 

more complex. According to J. Bosch, the importance of system architectures 

increases in many software industry areas, including service organizations, web 

applications, etc [2]. Good system architectures enable complexity reduction of 

both logical and physical processes and improve system’s performance, 

maintainability, efficiency, etc [3]. 

 
One of the architecture applications at Ericsson is the LTE UPCUL component. 

The LTE UPCUL component at Ericsson is designed with single blackboard 

architecture, see details in Section 2. The LTE project of Ericsson is running on 

around 9000 base stations worldwide.  

 

In the LTE UPCUL component, there are 42 FOs (Function Object) which are 

sharing one CM (Common Memory), execution sequence of these FOs depends on 

random incoming signals [3]. There is a control FO called Listmgr being in charge 

of managing CM and controlling behavior of each FO. Due to increasing numbers 

of signals and their dependencies, the LTE UPCUL component becomes a 

bottleneck, impacting signal operational latency and DSP (Digital Signal Processor) 

utilization.  

  

We ran GMAT and GMDC tests on the UPCUL component that contains 38 SwUs, 

and got 42 result logs. Due to protection of confidential information at Ericsson, 

we don’t show all 42 result logs. Instead, we show parts of one log as an example 

in our thesis, show in Section 2. From all result logs, we found that UPCUL 

component with current architecture has neither high utilizations of DSPs nor high 

efficiencies. To overcome these issues, we come up with a new architecture design 

which combines Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & Filters architectures, see details in 

Section 2. The intention of applying Multi-Blackboards in our architecture is to 

divide all signals and FOs into sets for reducing frequency of interferential 

interactions among FOs and signals. The intention of applying Pipes & Filters 

architecture in our architecture is to provide communications and synchronizations 

among blackboard storages. The Combined Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & Filters 

architecture has the potential not only to increase utilizations of DSPs, but also to 

increase efficiencies of UPCUL component, see Section 5.   
 
System architecture design is a sub-branch of Software Engineering. And 

Blackboard architecture as one of the example realizations is widely studied. In 

1996, McManus, J.W gave a formal model for a Blackboard system,  “this model 

describes the basic components of a blackboard system and how the components 

interact [4].” In 1997, Stiger, provided a definition of the Blackboard system that 

“presents a formal model of the blackboard system within the context of a software 

architectural style, i.e., components, connectors, and configurations [5].”In 2005, 

Dong designed a Blackboard architecture for multi-agents system in order to 

reduce the complex of system [6]. In 2009, Fernandez “present the secure pipes 

and filters pattern as a secure version of the original patterns, which contains a 

minimal set of security mechanisms to provide a set of basic security functions 

[7].” In 2011, A Blackboard architecture was designed for solving data-intensive 

information problems by Shroff  [8]. There are a lot of studies related to 

Blackboard architecture or Pipes & Filters architecture in real event [9][10][11][7]. 

These papers provide large knowledge of Blackboard architecture and Pipes & 
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Filters architecture for this thesis. However, only a limit number of published 

studies is related to combining Multi-Blackboard and Pipes & Filters architectures.  

 

To the best of our knowledge, only three papers are found which related to 

combining Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & Filters architectures in the last few 

decades. 

  

The goal of this thesis is to design and introduce a new architecture for LTE 

UPCUL component at Ericsson to overcome above mentioned issues. 

 

This thesis is structured as follows: Section 1 describes introductions of the thesis. 

Section 2 describes the Combined Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & Filters 

architecture. Section 3 describes related work. Section 4 describes thesis 

methodology. Section 5 discusses the results and analysis of the thesis. Lastly, 

Section 6 and Section 7 discusses conclusion and future work of the thesis.  
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2 THE MULTI-BLACKBOARDS AND PIPES & 

FILTERS ARCHITECTURE 
 

As we discuss in Section 1, blackboard architecture is currently used in LTE 

UPCUL component at Ericsson. According to P.R.Stiger and R. F. Gamble, basic 

model of blackboard-architecture systems is composed of three main entities: a 

blackboard, a set of knowledge sources (KSs) and a control mechanism[5]. The 

Blackboard architecture at Ericsson has one more entity called Scheduler. The 

Blackboard architecture at Ericsson is showed in Figure 1. The red color entity 

means ordinary FO, green color entities mean system FO, and blue color entity 

means blackboard storage. In Figure 1, Blackboard Storage is a memory storage 

which stores KSs called UE sessions at Ericsson. Monitor (ListMgr) is control 

mechanism of blackboard architecture which controls all signals from FOs.  

 
 Figure 1. Single Blackboard architecture at Ericsson.  

 
 

As we can see in Figure 1, the Blackboard architecture at Ericsson contains 

Monitor entity, Scheduler entity, and Blackboard storage. When ordinary FOs have 

requests for UE sessions, they will send requests to Scheduler entity. After 

scheduler entity receives requests, it will schedule received requests by counting 

PM (performance Measure) counters and forward requests to Monitor entity on the 

basis of requests´ priorities. Meanwhile, Scheduler entity will update statuses of 

FOs to “await”.  ”await” means FOs are under requesting, will sleep until receiving 

wakeup signals.  

 

When Monitor entity receives these requests, it will store requests in LDM, fetch 

references of required UE sessions from Blackboard storage and pass them to FOs.  
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After Monitor entity passes references of UE sessions to FOs, Monitor entity will 

send wakeup signals to FOs for updating FOs´ status to ”active”.  ”active” means 

FOs are under active mode, can continue next processes.  

 

In another case, Monitor entity sends postpone signals to FOs for updating FOs’ 

status to ”postpone”  because required UE sessions are taken by the other FO. 

”postpone” means FOs will be postponed until next sub-frame starts.  

 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show GMAT test results of validFoSwU in current 

blackboard architecture at Ericsson.  

 

Figure 2. GMAT test result of DSP utilization on validFoSwU 

 

 
 

The bbiTrace_hitTable_thread and bbiTrace_toUdai_thread in Figure 2 are main 

functional threads. The mail interrupt and timer 2 interrupt are Ghost processes 

which exist in all tests. 

  

The SW interrupt process in Figure2 is responsible for switching processes if 

current process delays or sleeps. The ideal cycle time of SW interrupt process is 0 

cc.  

 

Threads and processes in Figure 2 are measured by number of execution, 

minimum cycle time (cc), mean cycle time (cc), maximum cycle time (cc), 

minimum operation time (ns), mean operation time (ns), and maximum operation 

time (ns).  

 

The second table in Figure 2 shows DSP utilization. We only focus on TOTAL 

and EXEC utilizations of DSP. 

 

Figure 3. GMAT test result of LDM on validFoSwU  

 

 
 

Figure 3 show utilization of LDM during the test. The utilization of LDM actually 

can show indirectly how many processes execute without being postponed during 

one sub-frame.  The higher utilization is, the more processes execute without being 

postponed.  
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As we can see in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the utilization of DSP0 is only 7.4%, and 

the LDM utilization is only 13%. And the maximum cycles of SW interrupt 

process is 1504 cc which consuming 6260 ns operation time. It means 30.2% (sw 

Interrupt / (bbiTrace_hitTable_thread + 

bbiTrace_toUdai_Thread)) cycles of DSP0 wastes on waiting for required UE 

sessions which locked by Monitor entity.  

 

From above example, current blackboard architecture in LTE UPCUL component 

at Ericsson has a long signal operational latency and a low DSP (Digital Signal 

Processor) utilization. 

 

In order to solve above discussed issues, we come up with a solution that creating 

another blackboard storage which contains the same UE sessions as current one. 

We keep Monitor entity (ListMgr) as the control mechanism. Also, we divide all 

FOs into two independent groups according to their dependencies and data 

relations. Each group only requests UE sessions from its own blackboard storage in 

each sub-frame time (1ns). In each group, different FOs also may interact with 

each other on the same UE session, but comparing with single blackboard storage, 

the frequency of “postpone” among FOs will be decreased.   

 

As we discussed above, this solution will reduce total cycle time of “postpone” 

(SW interrupt process in Figure 2). Therefore, the utilization of DSPs will be 

increased and the signal operational latencies will be decreased.  

 

However, there is an issue in our new architecture, consistency synchronization 

between two blackboard storages. Considering extendibility and flexibility, we 

create a new FO called synchronization FO which inspired from Pipes & Filters 

architecture, show in Figure 4. Synchronization FO contains five filters, namely, 

Ce filter, Compare filter, Check filter, Merge filter, and Valid filter, and nine pipes 

among filters. Considering rapidly growing of UPCUL component at Ericsson, a 

big advantage of applying Pipes & Filters architecture is that we can easily 

introduce new filters and pipes in Synchronization FO.  

 

Synchronization FO performs synchronization according to signals that Ce filter 

receives from Monitor entity. After synchronization, UE sessions in two 

blackboard storages will be same. 

 

Also, we create a new FO called Dispth FO which collects incoming signals and 

assigns them to different FO sets for further processes.  
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Figure 4. Multi-Blackboard and Pipes & Filters architecture. 

 

 
 

In Figure 4, the red color entity means ordinary FO sets, green color entities mean 

system FOs, and blue color entities means blackboard storages. 

 

As we can see in Figure 4, we have two independent blackboard storages which 

contain same UE sessions. We also have a synchronization FO between two 

blackboard storages which is in charging of synchronizing UE sessions in the end 

of each sub-frame and a Dispth FO which is in charge of dispatching incoming 

signals.  

 
From above discuss we can see, our new architecture design can not only solve 

issues of current blackboard architecture, but also stay away from consistency 

problems between two blackboard storages, detailed results show in Section5.   

 

However, there is still a concern in our new architecture, cycle time of 

synchronization FO with big numbers of FOs and signals. In our thesis, we only 

consider four FOs and relative signals. But in real UPCUL environment, there are 

10 times more FOs and relative signals. Then, the cycle time of synchronization 

FO may increase rapidly, thus synchronization FO becomes a bottleneck in the 

UPCUL component. 
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3 RELATED WORK 
 

This section summarizes studies that focused on combining Multi-Blackboards and 

Pipes & Filters architectures in network applications.  

 

Our architecture is designed based on real connection data from Ericsson, 

developed in Ericsson simulated environment, and evaluated by Ericsson internal 

test system and our co-work team members who have much experiences and 

knowledge about LTE UPCUL component at Ericsson.  

 

There are only three papers related to combining Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & 

Filters architectures in the last few decades. In 2003, Bogunnovic introduced a new 

architecture which “envelops a collection of semiautonomous multiple procedures 

(agents) coupled and coordinated through the common blackboard data repository 

[19]”. In 2000, Jiann-liang Chen conducted an experiment that apply blackboard 

architecture in DS/CSDA system to solve interference cancellation problem among 

access schemes which communicate by Piple & Filter architecture [20]. In 2010, 

Chong-chong Zhang conducted a study that presented traditional architectures can 

not satisfy “the requirements in software integration [21]”. His team introduced a 

new architecture called heterogeneous architecture style, which apply blackboard 

architecture in business level and Piles & Filters architecture in data level [21].  

 

Because UPCUL component of LTE is designed and developed by Ericsson, it is 

much different from other application contexts. The above three papers give us a 

little confidence on combining Multi-blackboards and Pipes & Filters architectures, 

but regarding our special application context, we will evaluate our new architecture 

via case study at Ericsson, see Section 4.  
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4 METHOD   
 

We design a new architecture, the Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & Filters 

architecture, to fix the problems (D1 which shows in Section 4.1.2) in the current 

architecture which mentioned in Section 2.   

 

According to Hofmeister ´s book, firstly, we make global analysis cards to analyze 

current architecture [31]. Secondly, because limit time, we only design three views 

for our new architecture [31], which named conception view, module view, and 

execute view. Finally, we review our architecture design with the supervisor at 

BTH and our co-work team at Ericsson. Our architecrue design includes detailed 

confidential data of Ericsson, and Ericsson also plans to continue working on our 

thesis in 5G, so we don’t show detailed design in our thesis.  

 

We perform a case study based on empirical data from Ericsson. During case study, 

we implement, test, and evaluate our new architecture. We describe detailed case 

study in Section 4.1.  

 
We use Ericsson internal test system to test our new architecture. Ericsson internal 

test system performs ten real test suites contain 222225 connection items which 

simulated from 9268 base stations worldwide.  The ten real test suites cover all 

possible connection situations, such as active, non-active, postponed, DRX-

sleeping, etc.  

 
During evaluate phase, performance of our new architecture is evaluated 

systematically, discuss in Section 5.  

       

4.1 CASE STUDY 
 

4.1.1 CASE STUDY DESIGN  
 

Case: We aim to prove our new architecture which combines multi-blackboards 

and Pipes & Filters architectures can solve the weaknesses of current blackboard 

architecture (D1 in Section 4.1.2) in LTE UPCUL component at Ericsson. So the 

goal of our case study is to implement, test, and evaluate our new architecture in 

simulated environment at Ericsson.  

 

Context: Our case study is conducted in the UPCUL component of LTE at 

Ericsson in Kista, Stockholm, Sweden. The results of our case study are evaluated 

via Ericsson internal test system.   

  

We work with one Ericsson team which involves four team members and one 

manager. The case study lasts about three months from 2014-03-23 to 2014-06-30. 

  

 

Analysis: We need to collect both quantitative and qualitative data, so we perform 

different data analysis methods in our thesis [27].  We perform Descriptive 

statistics method [26] to analyze quantitative data, details in Section 4.1.7. 

Meanwhile, we perform Negative case analysis [27] to analyze qualitative data, 

details providing in Section 4.1.7.  
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4.1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 

We come up with two research questions for the case study:  

 

RQ1. Does the new architecture, the combining Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & 

Filters architecture, solve the problems (D1. Single Blackboard architecture 

increases the Signal operational latency and decreases DSP utilization) of current 

architecture in LTE UPCUL component at Ericsson? 

 

RQ2. How does the new architecture perform comparing to current architecture in 

LTE UPCUL component at Ericsson? The considering architecture factors are: 

efficiency, extendibility, and data consistency. 

 

4.1.3 PILOT STUDY 
 

We perform a pilot study in our case study. We apply Focus Groups [25] to 

discuss the new architecture with our co-work team members who are much 

familiar to UPCUL architecture designs and source codes. Our co-work team 

involves four members, they are all senior LTE developers who have been joined 

LTE project since the early period. The team leader has 16 year work experience at 

Ericsson. The group meeting lasts about 2 hours. We discuss about feasibility, 

suitability and compatibility during the meeting.  

4.1.3.1 PREPARATION  

 

In order to let everyone in our co-work team understand our new architecture 

before Focus Groups meeting, we send out all documentations of our architecture 

one week earlier. And considering our co-work team is really busy and has no time 

to read all documentations, we hold a mini presentation three days earlier to 

describe our new architecture face to face. The mini presentation is held about 30 

minutes.  

 

Also, we create an email thread for our co-work team, so they can ask anything 

about our new architecture.  

4.1.3.2 PROCESS 

 

During Focus Groups meeting, our co-work team more or less has understandings 

about our new architecture. They actually have prepared some technical questions 

for us to explain. Due to protection of confidential information, we just show two 

questions as examples instead of all.  

 

Parts of questions from co-work team:  

  

 Currently the average DRX sleeping time of LTE is * ns/UE, but we will 

increase the sleeping time in next LTE generation, how does your 

architecture react in that case?  

 We are curious about how to make sure synchronization FO has enough 

time to synchronize the two blackboard storages? 

 

In order to come up more opinions and questions, we also prepare some questions 

for our co-work team.  
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Questions from researchers:  

 

 Generally, how do you feel about our new architecture? 

 Does Ericsson have similar architecture design on UPCUL before? If so, 

why did not Ericsson continue with the plan?  

 From architecture design perspective, how feasible is our new architecture 

in UPCUL component? If let you give a point, what is your point? (Full 

point is 5 and 5 means absolutely ) 

 Considering other parts/tools/sub-systems of UPCUL, is there anything 

probably against our new architecture? If so, please list them. 

 What do you think whether our new architecture is suitable for UPCUL 

component? If let you give a point for the suitability of our architecture, 

what is your point? (Full point is 5 and 5 means absolutely). 

 What is your opinion about the weaknesses of our architecture based on 

your understanding? 

 Do you like our architecture? If let you give stars (Five stars means very 

satisfied), how many stars do you want to give? 

 Finally, do you think we should continue developing and evaluating our 

new architecture? 

 

We perform Focus Group meeting orally. But we make notes during the whole 

meeting.  

4.1.3.3 RESULTS 

 

As a result, our co-work team think the new architecture has good a chance on 

solving the problems (D1) of current architecture, and improving efficiency and 

extendibility performances of UPCUL component. It is worth continuing 

devloping our new architecture.  

 

4.1.4 CONTROL THEORY 
 

In order to fully control case study, we perform full-information paradigm control 

theory [26]. According to George Klir, S. E. Sim, and J. Singer, full-information 

paradigm will control case study with feed forward and feedback information in 

goal-oriented system [26].  

 

Before implementation, we get feedforwards from both BTH supervisor and 

Ericsson supervisor. We also get feedbacks of previous solutions in Ericsson to 

help us improve our new architecture.  

 

During implementation phase, we work with our co-work team. We use our 

architecture design as input, and develop it at Ericsson simulated environment. The 

implementation phase is performed agilely. We get feedbacks from both BTH 

supervisor and Ericsson supervisor iterated, and improve our architecture design 

iterated.  
 

4.1.5 DATA COLLECTION METHOD 
 

We have both quantitative and qualitative data in our thesis. The quantitative data 

is mainly collected from Ericsson internal test system. We test our new architecture 

via Ericsson internal test system, and the test system outputs all results in .log files. 
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In .log files, we have all performance factors, such as total operation time, total 

operation cycles, correctness, DSP utilization, etc. The qualitative data is mainly 

collected from Ericsson internal wiki website and co-work team communications.  

 
There are three degree techniques in data collection methods [27].  They are direct 

involvement of software engineers, indirect involvement of software engineers, 

and analysis of work artifacts [27]. We apply analysis of work artifacts data 

collection methods (Documentation Analysis and Static and Dynamic Analysis 

methods ) and direct involvement of software engineers data collection method 

(F2F meeting) in our case study. 

 
As we mention above, we perform Documentation Analysis and Static and 

Dynamic Analysis methods to collect qualitative data.  

 

During documentation analysis, we mainly focus on system design 

documentations, descriptions of source codes, comments, memos, group emails 

and change log files.  Ericsson has an internal wiki website for all projects. The 

website contains all information related to LTE design, implementation, models, 

diagrams, test cases, etc. We get our needed information from the internal wiki 

website, such as architecture design patterns, data structures, etc. We collect these 

data for evaluating the performance of our new architecture.  
 

During static and dynamic analysis, we mainly focus on reading and executing 

project core source codes. From outputs of static and dynamic analysis, we can 

learn “about the architecture design, and about how software engineers think and 

work [27]”. Some performance data we needed can not be collected from the 

internal wiki website, such as UE context consistency, operation correctness, 

Operation time, etc. So we collect these data by executing source codes through 

Ericsson internal test system.  

 

Ericsson Internal test system is a test environment which developed at Ericsson for 

testing new features of LTE projects. The test system environment which 

developed in C and XML languages can performed around 222225 connect items. 

The test items are real connection data from around 9000 base stations worldwide.  

Ericsson internal test system can simulate most possible connection cases. Ericsson 

internal test system will output .log files which contains all performance factors, 

such as utilization, latency, correctness, postpone cycles, etc.  

 

In case study implementation (details show in Section 4.1.7), we have F2F 

meeting (in diagnosing and evaluating phases in Section 4.1.7) with our co-work 

team to get more detailed information of current data structures, code styles, 

algorithms, FO designs, etc.   

 

4.1.6 DATA COLLECTION INSTRUMENTS 
 

We make a performance checklist for collecting data. We mainly focus on 

efficiency, consistency, extendibility, and applicability performances. We describe 

specific factors in each performance in Table 1.  
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Table1 shows the evaluation factors needed to be considered.  

Nr.  Architecture performance checklist Relation 

 System Efficiency factors Type Ratio  

PM1 DSP utilization quantitative  RQ1 & 

RQ2 

PM2 Signal operational latency quantitative  RQ1 & 

RQ2 

PM3 FO operating time quantitative  RQ1 & 

RQ2 

PM4 FO operating cycles quantitative  RQ1 & 

RQ2 

 Data Consistency Factors  

PM5 Operation correctness quantitative  RQ2 

PM6 UE Context consistency quantitative  RQ2 

 System Extendibility Factors  

PM7 Extendibility of the number of FOs qualitative  RQ2 

PM8 Extendibility of standards and rules qualitative  RQ2 

PM9 Extendibility of the numbers of 

blackboards 

qualitative  RQ2 

PM10 Extendibility of the number of signals qualitative  RQ2 

 Applicability     

PM11 Easy to change from current 

architecture  

qualitative  RQ2 

PM12 New code with good design qualitative  RQ2 

PM13 Architecture design pattern qualitative  RQ2 

PM14 Data structure qualitative  RQ2 

 

For internal evaluation at Ericsson, we create a decision checklist. The checklist 

show in Table 2. The checklist will evaluate our new architecture from high level 

perspective.  

 
 Table 2. Internal evaluation checklist 

Current Architecture  

Influencing factors of current architecture 

 

 

Problems of current architecture  

New architecture for replacing the current 

architecture 

 

Application area of new architecture   

Drawbacks and feasibility of new architecture   

Evaluation of new architecture (needed specific 

diagrams for each evaluation factor) 

(corresponding to RQ1 and RQ2) 

See table 1. 

Performance of new architecture comparing to 

current architecture performance (corresponding to 
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RQ2). Considering performance factors are 

efficiency, extendibility, data consistency. 

Status of the new architectures for replacing the 

current architecture 

 Accept/dismiss 

Report and future study of  the new architecture   

 
The results from Table 1 and Table2 are dependent variables of our case study.  

 

4.1.7 CASE STUDY IMPLEMENTATION 
 

We follow two steps for achieving the goal of our case study, namely, 

Implementation and Closing. 

4.1.7.1 IMPLEMENTATION 

 

We define five phases for implementation. The five phases are diagnosing, 

implementation planning, implementation taking, evaluating, and specific learning. 

In our new architecture, we consider four FOs of UPCUL component, namely, 

Update FO, Scheduler FO, Valid FO, and ListMgr FO. 

4.1.7.1.1 DIAGNOSING  

 

In this phase, we detail our designs of FOs. In order to make our new FOs adapt to 

the LTE system perfectly, we not only learn FOs´ source codes and analyze the 

performances of FOs, but also understand the FOs´code rules and design patterns. 

Also, we identify risks that may impact UPCUL component.  

 

During this phase, we have meetings with our co-work team members at least once 

a day, less than 20 minutes to ensure implementation start correctly.  

 

The diagnosing phase last 8 days with our co-work team.  

4.1.7.1.2 IMPLEMENTATION PLANNING 

  

In this phase, we plan our implementation work in order to ensure we can finish 

our thesis before deadline. We schedule our implementation works, and make 

communication and evaluation plans with co-work team. 

 

The implementation planning phase last 1 days with our co-work team.  
 

4.1.7.1.3 IMPLEMENTATION TAKING 

 

In this phase, we performe our implementation plan to implement the new FOs 

into current LTE UPCUL component.  

 

The implementation taking phase averagely lasts 40 days with our co-work team. 

4.1.7.1.4 EVALUATING  
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In this phase, we evaluate our new architecture following evaluation plans which 

established in implementation planning phase.  

 

The evaluating phase lasts 8 days to 16 days with our co-work team. 

4.1.7.1.5 SPECIFYING LEARNING 

 

We conclude new knowledge, methods, problems or patterns which happened in 

the iteration for learning, so that we can avoid making same problems in future 

works.  

 

The specifying learning phase lasts averagely 2 days.  
 

4.1.7.2 CLOSING  

 

After case study implementation, we finish implementing, testing, and evaluating 

our new architecture. We manage our design plans, design diagrams, learning 

documents, implement notes, etc, and hand in them to Ericsson. Also, we write an 

internal thesis report for Ericsson.  

 

After Ericsson accepts our internal thesis report, we perform an internal 

presentation in Ericsson at 2014-06-30. The presentation lasts half an hour with our 

co-work team members, manager, and other Ericsson employees.  
 

 

 

4.1.8 DATA ANALYSIS METHOD 
 

As we discussed, We need to collect both quantitative and qualitative data, so we 

perform different data analysis methods in our thesis [27].  

 

4.1.8.1 QUANTITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS 

 

We use design matching [25] to compare results of our new architecture with ones 

of current architecture.  

 

We perform Descriptive statistics method [26] to analyze our quantitative data 

which comes from Ericsson internal test system. We use histograms for comparing.  

  

We match the following hypothesis during quantitative data analysis,  

 

 New architecture should consume less cycles than current architecture in 

Update FO, Scheduler FO, Valid FO, and ListMgr FO. 

 New architecture should consume less operating time than current 

architecture in Update FO, Scheduler FO, Valid FO, and ListMgr FO. 

 New architecture should increase DSP utilization comparing to current 

DSP utilization. 

 Signals should not be waiting at most one sub-frame time in new 

architecture.  

 Test cases should not have operating error cases on new architecture, 

which means new architecture should pass all test cases successfully.  
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According to Ericsson internal standards and co-work team suggestions, we make 

a comparison data ratio table, show in Table 3. 

 

 

Table3 Quantitative Comparison Data Table 

Comparison data ratio Standard  

0.00% - 49.99% Low 

50.00% - 79.99% Medium 

80.00% - 100.00% High 

 

4.1.8.2 QUALITATIVE DATA ANALYSIS 

 

We come up with some hypothesis for our qualitative data analysis.  

 

Hypothesis 1. The valid entity should not report any errors in 

Synchronization FO, see in Section 2. 

 

Hypothesis 2. It is easy to add new FOs within same standards and rules, 

that means we should only modify architecture API when we add new Fos 

instead of changing infrastructure architecture.  

 

Hypothesis 3. The new architecture will be easily to extend more signals 

and blackboard storages, that means we don’t need to change infrastructure 

architecture for extending more signals and blackboard storages.   

 

Hypothesis 4. The new architecture will easily implemented into current 

LTE project, that means we don't need change other levels of LTE for 

adapting new architecture.  

 

We use Negative case analysis [27] to confirm our hypothesis. During negative 

case analysis, we and our co-work team come up with negative cases as many as 

possible, and then we get results and feedbacks to evaluate and improve our 

architecture design.  

 

We make notes during the whole negative case analysis meeting and summary 

them. The results of negative case analysis meeting is validated by our co-work 

team members. We show the details about negative case analysis in Appendix A.  

 

In order to perform negative case analysis qualitatively, we also make a 

comparison data table, show in Table 4.  

 
Table 4 Qualitative Comparison data table 

Comparison data ratio (Case passed ratio) Standard 

0.00% - 49.99 % Low 

50.00% - 79.99% Medium 

80.00% - 100.00% Accept 

 

4.1.9 VALIDITY 
 

In our thesis, we choose a classification scheme which is similar to what is usually 

used in controlled experiments in software engineering (Wohlin et al. 2000) [25]. 

According to C. Wohlin, P. Runeson, M. Höst, M. C. Ohlsson, B. Regnell, and A. 
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Wesslén, there are four kinds of validity in systematic case study, namely, 

construct validity,  internal validity, external validity, and reliability [28]. 

4.1.9.1 CONSTRUCT VALIDITY 

 

According to Per Runeson and Martin Host, the aspect of construct validity reflect 

to what extent the operational measures that are studied really represent what the 

researcher have in mind and what is investigated according to the research 

questions [25]. 

 

We discuss seven construct validities for our thesis,   
 

 Validity: As we mention in early section, we only consider four main FOs 

(ListMgr, Update, Valid, and Scheduler) in our new architecture design. The 

other FOs work with the blackboard storage with which Valid FO and 

Scheduler FO work. It impacts our new architecture real performance during 

evaluation.  

 

Mitigation: Due to limit time, we can not consider all FOs. But we separately 

test and evaluate FOs that we consider in our thesis. And our co-work team 

creates ten special test suites which isolate from the other FOs for evaluating 

our new architecture.  

 

 Validity: Our Combining Multi-Blackboard and Pipes & Filters architecture is 

developed in Ericsson LTE test environment. The test environment is a 

prototype, there are no new updates integrated in the test environment. So our 

new architecture may have some conflicts with newest LTE project.  

 

Migration: This validity can’t be mitigated, as we are only allowed to work in 

test environment.  

 

 Validity: The design of Combining Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & Filters 

architecture is based on documentations that our co-work team provide us. 

There is a validity that our co-work team doesn’t provide us all necessary up-

to-date documentations. It will affect our architecture design if we miss some 

important documentations, performance factors, or related values.  

 

Mitigation: In order to mitigate this validity, we use Snowball method to dig 

out all relative documentations. We make a list contains all documentation 

hyperlinks and let our co-work team review the list.  

 

 Validity: For analyzing our qualitative data, we use negative case analysis 

method.  There is a bias that we don’t create all or core negative cases to 

refute our combining Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & Filters architecture.   
 

Mitigation: In order to mitigate this validity, we come up with negative cases 

from different perspectives. There are four people in our co-work team, one 

architect, two integrators, and one tester. We perform four different thinking 

perspectives, namely, architect perspective, senior LTE developer perspective, 

Integrator perspective, and tester perspective, to think about negative cases for 

our new architecture.  

 

 Validity: The ability of researchers to design, develop, and evaluate a new 

architecture. 
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Mitigation: In order to mitigate this validity, we take part in Ericsson courses 

relative to LTE architecture, 4G network application, and C programming in 

LTE. Also we read Hofmeister’s book, Applied Software Architecture [31], 

and L. Bass’s book, Software Architecture in Practice [1] for analyzing and 

designing architecture. 

 

 Validity: The ability of researchers to understand current architecture. 

 

Mitigation: Mitigation: In order to mitigate this validity, we took part in 

Ericsson courses relative to LTE architecture, 4G network application, and C 

programming in LTE. Also we read Hofmeister’s book, Applied Software 

Architecture [31], and L. Bass’s book, Software Architecture in Practice [1] 

for analyzing and designing architecture. 

 

 Validity: The internal test system may not focus only on our changes. In the 

other words, there may be interactions from old architecture source code 

during testing.  

 

Mitigation:  Because we are not allowed to change existing test cases, so our 

co-work team creates ten special test suites which only contains test cases 

relative to FOs that we consider in our thesis.  

4.1.9.2 INTERNAL VALIDITY 

 

According to Per Runeson and Martin Host, the aspect of internal validity is of 

concern when causal relations are examined [25]. 

 

We discuss one internal validities for our thesis,  

 

 Validity: During negative case analysis meeting, we defend our new 

architecture against all negative cases. But we only use our architecture 

design documents. As we know, the correctest way is to create simulation 

environments for negative cases, and evaluate the new architecture. There is a 

treat that our architecture may not work in reality as same as we expect. 

 

Mitigation: In order to mitigate this validity, we write our architecture designs 

strictly following Hofmeister’s book [31]. Also, during negative cases 

analysis meeting, we define three optional answers for each case, P (pass), NS 

(not sure), and NP (not pass). All cases with answer NS will be reviewed 

again by our co-work team.  

4.1.9.3 EXTERNAL VALIDITY 

 

According to Per Runeson and Martin Host, the aspect of external validity is 

concerned with to what extent it is possible to generalize the findings, and to what 

extent the findings are of interest to other people outside the investigated case 

[25]. 

 

We discussed three external validities for our thesis,    

 

 Validity: Our new architecture is developed and evaluated at Ericsson, which 

means the new architecture is only proved with better performances in 
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Ericsson LTE UPCUL environment. In other environments or companies, our 

new architecture may not work.  

 

Mitigation: This validity can not be mitigated. 

 

 Validity: We only consider four main FOs of UPCUL component in our new 

architecture. The Synchronization FO in our new architecture (see Section 2) 

solves conflicts in different ways on the basis of fields of UE session and 

FOs. The conflict solutions rely on operations of FO. So if we consider other 

FOs, the conflict solutions will be different, it will affect the results of the 

thesis.    

 

Mitigation: Due to limited time, we don’t consider all FOs in our thesis. We 

create systematic APIs in our new architecture. And these APIs can make our 

new architecture easily extend other FOs and Signals. 

 

 Validity: We only consider signals that relative to the FOs on which we focus 

in our thesis. We don’t consider the other signals in the LTE UPCUL 

component. There is a treat that our architecture may not work with the other 

signals. 
 

Mitigation:  Due to limited time, we can’t consider all FOs and signals in our 

thesis. We create systematic APIs in our new architecture. And these APIs can 

make our new architecture easily extend other signals. 

 

4.1.9.4 RELIABILITY 

 

According to Per Runeson and Martin Host, the aspect of reliability is concerned 

with to what extent data and the analysis are dependent on the specific researchers 

[25]. 

 

We discussed two reliabilities for our thesis,  

 

 Validity: During negative case analysis meeting, we defend our architecture 

against all negative cases. There is a bias that we ignore some issues during 

the meeting because of over-protection.  

 

Mitigation: During negative cases analysis meeting, we define three optional 

answers for each case, P (pass), NS (not sure), and NP (not pass). All cases 

which we are not completely sure will be set answer NS.  And all cases with 

answer NS will be reviewed again by our co-work team.  

 

 Validity: The applicability performance factors in Table 1 may has different 

opinions if involving different researchers and supervisors. We only evaluate 

applicability on the basis of opinions of our co-work team.  

 

Mitigation: Our thesis is directly supervised by our co-work team, so the 

evaluation of applicability is concluded from their opinions. Besides, our co-

work team members have much experience and knowledge on the context of 

our thesis, so they can make trustable conclusions for our thesis on Ericsson 

perspective. 
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The case study is documented in terms of steps of data collection and analysis in 

order to ensure replicability. Also, our case study is conducted in systematic way, it 

is possible to be replicated by other researchers else.  
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5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  
 

We developed our new architecture at Ericsson LTE test environment. This new 

architecture has better efficiency (PM1, PM2, PM3, PM4), consistency (PM5, 

PM6), and applicability (PM11, PM12, PM13, PM14) performances than current 

architecture in Ericsson LTE UPCUL component. 

 

Table 5 shows the results of evaluation, includes 14 measured attributes PM1-

PM14. (Ratio = (old architecture attribute value - new architecture attribute value) / old 

architecture attribute value * 100 %).  

 
Table 5 Performance result of Multi-Blackboard and Pipes & Filters Architecture 

Nr. Architecture performance checklist Increase/

Decrease 

Rate 

Data 

Type 

RQ 

relat

ion 

 System Efficiency factors    

PM1 DSP utilization Increas

e/Medi

um 

35.286% Quantit

ative  

RQ1 

& 

RQ2 

PM2 Signal operational latency Decrea

se/Med

ium 

53.019% Quantit

ative 

RQ1 

& 

RQ2 

PM3 FO operating time Decrea

se/Med

ium 

20.875% Quantit

ative 

RQ1 

& 

RQ2 

PM4 FO operating cycles Decrea

se/Med

ium 

20.870% Quantit

ative 

RQ1 

& 

RQ2 

 Data Consistency Factors    

PM5 Operation correctness High 100% Quantit

ative 

RQ2 

PM6 UE Context consistency High 100% Quantit

ative 

RQ2 

 System Extendibility Factors    

PM7 Extendibility of the number of 

FOs 

Mediu

m 

50.000% Qualitat

ive  

RQ2 

PM8 Extendibility of standards and 

rules 

Mediu

m 

N/A Qualitat

ive 

RQ2 

PM9 Extendibility of the numbers 

of blackboards 

Low 33.333% Qualitat

ive 

RQ2 

PM10 Extendibility of the number of 

signals 

Mediu

m 

62.5% Qualitat

ive 

RQ2 

 Applicability      

PM11 Easy to change from current 

architecture  

Easy N/A Qualitat

ive 

RQ2 

PM12 New code with good design Structu

red 

N/A Qualitat

ive 

RQ2 

PM13 Architecture design pattern Structu

red 

N/A Qualitat

ive 

RQ2 

PM14 Data structure Structu

red 

N/A Qualitat

ive 

RQ2 
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The investigated FOs are divided into two sets. We let each FO set work on 

independent blackboard storage in our new architecture. The Combining Multi-

Blackboards and Pipes & Filters architecture reduces cycle time of postpone status 

of FOs (PM3 and PM4). Thus, signal operational latency (PM2) is decreased and 

DSP utilization  (PM1) is increased, explains show in Section 2.  

 
The results in Table 5 show that our new architecture increases LTE DSP 

utilization (PM1) by 35.286% comparing to old architecture, see Figure 15. Our 

new architecture not only improves performances of current architecture, but also 

solves old architecture problems (D1 in RQ1).  The results also show that our new 

architecture decreases signal operational latency (PM2) by 53.019%, see Figure 16, 

FO operation time (PM3) by 20.875%, see Figure 13, and FO operation cycles 

(PM4) by 20.870%, see Figure 14.  All these big improvements of our new 

architecture contribute to LTE UPCUL component much higher efficiency 

performances.  

 

Ericsson internal test system outputted the results of UE operation correctness and 

UE context consistency (PM5 and PM6). Our new architecture does not have any 

incorrect UE operation or UE consistency. The results show that our new 

architecture has completely UE operation correctness (PM5) and completely UE 

context consistency (PM6).  

 
We use histogram to compare performances of new and current architectures. 

Because results are confidential information of Ericsson, we are not able to show 

histograms with real values. But we calculate proportions of rise and fall, show in 

table 5. 

 

We will present all test results of four FOs that Update FO, Scheduler FO, Valid 

FO, and ListMgr FO. After that, we will present test results of the whole UPCUL 

component, including Synchronization FO and Dispth FO. Again, due to 

confidentiality reasons, we hide values of all histograms.  
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Regarding ListMgr FO, we have old and new Cycle times in Figure 5. 
 

Figure 5 old and new Cycle times (PM4) in ListMgr. 

 
 
We can see in figure 5, the horizontal axis is the cycles (cc), the vertical axis is 

different measure standards. As we can see, in old architecture, minimum cycle 

time is around 1600 cc, the mean cycle time is around 2700 cc, and the maximum 

cycle time is around 4200 cc. Comparing to old architecture, in the new 

architecture, the minimum cycle time is around 1400 cc, the mean cycle time is 

around 2100 cc, and the maximum cycle time is around 3300 cc. So the mean 

cycle in our new architecture deceases around 22% comparing to the old 

architecture. The result is positive to our thesis goal.  

 

      we also have old and new operation times (PM3) in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6 old and new operation times about ListMgr. 

 
 

We can see in figure 6, the horizontal axis is the operation times(ns), the vertical 

axis is different measure standards. As we can see, in old architecture, the 

minimum operation time is around 6200 ns, the mean operation time is around 

11000 ns, and the maximum operation time is around 17000 ns. Comparing to old 

architecture, in the new architecture, the minimum operation time is around 6000 

ns, the mean operation time is around 8100 ns, and the maximum operation time is 

around 13000 ns. So the mean operation time in our new architecture deceases 
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around 11% comparing to the old architecture. The result is positive to our thesis 

goal. 

 

As we can see, both cycle and operation time of new ListMgr decrease in our new 

architecture. 

 

Regarding Valid FO, we have test results of cycles and operation times in Figure 7 

and Figure 8.  
 
Figure 7 the first test old and new cycle time of Valid FO. 

 
 

We can see in figure 7, the horizontal axis is the cycles (cc), the vertical axis is 

different measure standards. As we can see, in old architecture, the minimum cycle 

time is around 100 cc, the mean cycle time is around 500 cc, and the maximum 

cycle time is around 1050 cc. Comparing to old architecture, in the new 

architecture, the minimum cycle time is around 70 cc, the mean cycle time is 

around 220 cc, and the maximum cycle time is around 570 cc. So the mean cycle 

in our new architecture deceases around 56% comparing to the old architecture. 

The result is positive to our thesis goal. 

 
Figure 8 the first test old and new operation time of Valid FO. 

 
 

We can see in figure 8, the horizontal axis is the operation times(ns), the vertical 

axis is different measure standards. As we can see, in old architecture, the 

minimum operation time is around 250 ns, the mean operation time is around 2000 
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ns, and the maximum operation time is around 4400 ns. Comparing to old 

architecture, in the new architecture, the minimum operation time is around 240 ns, 

the mean operation time is around 1000 ns, and the maximum operation time is 

around 2300 ns. So the mean operation time in our new architecture deceases 

around 50.00% comparing to the old architecture. The result is positive to our 

thesis goal. 

 

 

As we can see, both cycle and operation time of new Valid FO decrease in our 

architecture. 

 

Regarding Scheduler FO, we have results of cycles and operation times in Figure 9 

and Figure 10. 
 
Figure 9 old and new Cycle times in Scheduler FO. 

 
 

We can see in figure 9, the horizontal axis is the cycles (cc), the vertical axis is 

different measure standards. As we can see, in old architecture, the minimum cycle 

time is around 400 cc, the mean cycle time is around 600 cc, and the maximum 

cycle time is around 1200 cc. Comparing to old architecture, in the new 

architecture, the minimum cycle time is around 300 cc, the mean cycle time is 

around 410 cc, and the maximum cycle time is around 600 cc. So the mean cycle 

in our new architecture deceases around 31.67% comparing to the old architecture. 

The result is positive to our thesis goal. 
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Figure 10 old and new operation times in Scheduler FO. 

 
 

We can see in figure 10, the horizontal axis is the operation times(ns), the vertical 

axis is different measurement standards. As we can see, in old architecture, the 

minimum operation time is around 1700 ns, the mean operation time is around 

2500 ns, and the maximum operation time is around 4800 ns. Comparing to old 

architecture, in the new architecture, the minimum operation time is around 1200 

ns, the mean operation time is around 1800 ns, and the maximum operation time is 

around 2500 ns. So the mean operation time in our new architecture deceases 

around 28.00% comparing to the old architecture. The result is positive to our 

thesis goal. 

 

As we can see, both cycle and operation time of new Scheduler FO decrease in our 

new architecture. 

 

Regarding Update FO, we have results of old and new cycles and operation times 

in Figure 11 and Figure 12. 

 
 Figure 11 old and new Cycle times in Update FO. 

 
 

We can see in figure 11, the horizontal axis is the cycles (cc), the vertical axis is 

different measure standards. As we can see, in old architecture, the minimum cycle 

time is around 370 cc, the mean cycle time is around 410 cc, and the maximum 

cycle time is around 910 cc. Comparing to old architecture, in the new architecture, 

the minimum cycle time is around 200 cc, the mean cycle time is around 270 cc, 
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and the maximum cycle time is around 550 cc. So the mean cycle in our new 

architecture deceases around 34.15% comparing to the old architecture. The result 

is positive to our thesis goal. 
 

Figure 12 old and new operation times in Update FO. 

 
 

We can see in figure 12, the horizontal axis is the operation times(ns), the vertical 

axis is different measure standards. As we can see, in old architecture, the 

minimum operation time is around 1500 ns, the mean operation time is around 

1700 ns, and the maximum operation time is around 3800 ns. Comparing to old 

architecture, in the new architecture, the minimum operation time is around 900 ns, 

the mean operation time is around 1000 ns, and the maximum operation time is 

around 2300 ns. So the mean operation time in our new architecture deceases 

around 41.18% comparing to the old architecture. The result is positive to our 

thesis goal. 

 

As we can see, both cycles and operation time of new Update FO decrease in our 

new architecture. 

 

We show the results of cycles and operation times of all FOs in LTE UPCUL 

component in Figure 13 and Figure 14. 

 
Figure 13 old and new cycle times of all related FOs. 
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We can see in figure 13, the horizontal axis is the cycles (cc), the vertical axis is 

different measure standards. As we can see, in old architecture, the maximum 

cycle time is around 10000 cc. Comparing to old architecture, in the new 

architecture, the maximum cycle time is around 20000 cc. So the mean cycle in 

our new architecture deceases around 20.87 % comparing to the old architecture. 

The result is positive to our thesis goal. 

 
Figure 14 old and new operation times of all related FOs. 

 
 

We can see in figure 14, the horizontal axis is the operation times(ns), the vertical 

axis is different measure standards. As we can see, in old architecture, the 

maximum operation time is around 430000 ns. Comparing to old architecture, in 

the new architecture, the maximum operation time is around 80000 ns. So the 

mean operation time in our new architecture deceases around 20.87 % comparing 

to the old architecture. The result is positive to our thesis goal. 

 

The above results strongly proves that our new architecture can decrease the 

operation time and cycle time of FOs (PM3 and PM4), see Figure 13 and 14 . 

 

We also have result of DSP utilization in our evaluation (PM1). The result shows 

in Figure 15.  

 
Figure 15 New architecture´s and old architecture´s DSP utilization 
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We can see in  figure 15, the horizontal axis is ratio of DSP utilization(%), the 

vertical axis is old and new DSP utilizations. As we can see, in old architecture, 

the DSP utilization ratio is around 45%. Comparing to old architecture, in the new 

architecture, the DSP utilization is around 75%. The result is positive to our thesis 

goal. 

 

We have result of signal operational latency (PM2) in our evaluation too. The 

result shows in Figure 16.  

 
Figure 16 New architecture´s and old architecture´s Signal operational latency 

 
 
We can see in figure 16, the horizontal axis is Signal operational latency(ns), the 

vertical axis are old and new signal operational latency. As we can see, in old 

architecture, the signal operational latency is around 1700 ns. Comparing to old 

architecture, in the new architecture, the sgnal operation latency is around 700 ns. 

 

We get all values of focused performances in our evaluation, we show them in 

Table 9, the column “Increase/Decrease rate”.  

 

During negative cases analysis meeting, we created 3 to 8 cases for each 

performance. For confidentiality reasons, we are unable to list all cases here. 

However, we calculate pass ratio of negative cases for PM7 – PM10 in Table5.  

 

In Table 6, we show results of negative case analysis for PM7, PM 8, PM9, and 

PM 10. During the negative case analysis, our co-work team didn’t come up with 

any negative cases for PM8,  ”Extendibility of standards and rules”. More details 

about negative cases show in Appendix A.  
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Table 6 results of negative case analysis 

 
 

From the results of negative case analysis, the extendibility of our new architecture 

is not as good as we expected. The results in Table 6 show that the extendibility of 

the number of FOs (PM7) only passes half negative cases, the extendibility of 

standards and rules (PM8) has a medium level extendibility, the extendibility of the 

numbers of blackboards (PM9) only passes 33.33% negative cases, and the 

extendibility of the number of signals (PM10) only passes 62.5% negative cases. 

We need more future work on extendibility for the new architecture, see in Section 

6.  

 

About results of applicability aspect (PM11, PM12, PM13, PM14), our co-work 

team reviewed our architecture designs during meetings. In conclusion, our new 

architecture can be adapted to current architecture in LTE UPCUL component 

without huge changes on infrastructure architecture. The applicability were only 

evaluated by our co-work team. Our co-work team members have much knowledge 

and experiences on LTE UPCUL component. They can evaluate the applicability 

of our architecture on the basis of Ericsson perspective.  

 

In the final evaluation presentation which lasted about half an hour at Ericsson, we 

presented the benefits and weaknesses of our new architecture (show in table 7). At 

last, Ericsson accepted our new architecture. Ericsson also started organizing teams 

to continue analyzing the other FOs which we didn’t consider in our thesis and 

applying our new architecture on more components of LTE.   

 

Table 7 shows the results of our new architecture during Ericsson internal 

evaluation.  
 
Table7 Ericsson internal report result. 

Current Architecture Result 

Influencing factors of 

current architecture 

 

Efficiency, Consistency, Extendibility, and 

Applicability performance.  

Problems of current 

architecture 

Mainly, Efficiency performance is not as fast as 

excepted, Signal operational latency is long, DSP 

utilization is too low, DSPs mostly consume 

waiting time, and Signal Operation time is long.  
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New architecture for 

replacing the current 

architecture 

Multi-Blackboard and Pipes & Filters Architecture 

Application area of new 

architecture  

Current only apply at Ericsson LTE MAC layer 

Drawbacks and feasibility 

of new architecture  

Benefits (only from current test results in the 

evaluation phase): 

 No “hungry” UE session operations. 

 No dead lock cases. 

 100% free different types of FOs and 

blackboards. 

 Improve efficiency and easy to be adapted in 

current source code.  

Drawbacks: 

 The way to solve conflicts is stable, may not 

solve all conflict cases.  

 Synchronization FO may became a bottleneck 

in our new architecture.  

 Low extensibility.  

Evaluation of new 

architecture (needed 

specific diagrams for each 

evaluation factor) 

(corresponding to Q1 and 

Q2) 

See table 5. 

Performance of new 

architecture comparing to 

current architecture 

performance 

(corresponding to Q2). 

Considering performance 

factors are efficiency, 

extendibility, data 

consistency. 

Multi-Blackboard and Pipes & Filters Architecture 

has good performances in efficiency, consistency, 

and applicability perspectives. But Multi-

Blackboard and Pipes & Filters Architecture has a 

low performance in extendibility perspective. 

Status of the new 

architectures for replacing 

the current architecture 

 Accept 

Report and future study of  

the new architecture  

See Section 6 and Section 7. 

 

 

According to the results of our case study, Ericsson has made a decision to accept 

the new architecture. Our new architecture design will be applied on many 

components in next network generation, 5G. 
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6 CONCLUSION 
 

Based on the results of case study, we conclude that the Combining Multi-

Blackboards and Pipes & Filters architecture can improve efficiency, consistency, 

and applicability performances of LTE UPCUL component. The Combining Multi-

Blackboards and Pipes & Filters architecture uses two blackboard storages to store 

UE sessions. Because different FO sets accesses blackboard storages separately, 

signal and DSP latency problems of current architecture will be solved.  

 

Regarding RQ1, in our new architecture, we divide FOs into two sets, and let each 

set work on its independent blackboard storage. The competition of accessing UE 

sessions among FOs decreases comparing to current architecture.  FOs don’t need 

to be postponed as frequently as before. DSP utilization increases, meanwhile, 

signal latency decreases. the Combining Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & Filters 

architecture solves the current problem (D1. Single Blackboard architecture 

increases the Signal operational latency and decreases DSP (Digital Signal 

Processor) utilization) in LTE UPCUL component.  
 
Regarding RQ2, from the results of case study, see Section 5,  the new architecture 

has much better performances than current architecture.  Besides, Ericsson already 

accepted the new architecture, and organized teams to apply it on other 

components of LTE. 

 

Overall, the Combining Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & Filters architecture is 

positive to LTE UPCUL component at Ericsson.  
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7 FUTURE WORK  
 

Future work should focus on considering the other FOs, re-sizing the two 

blackboard storages, and extending the third blackboard storage.  
 

Considering current Combining Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & Filters architecture, 

we still have some future works need to be done. Future work should focus mainly 

on the other FOs and signals. We already analyzed unconsidered FOs, and made an 

integration strategy table which contains solutions to integrate these FOs into the 

new architecture.  The second avenue for future work is to re-size the memory 

sizes of the two blackboard storages. We find out that the maximum memory size 

of needed UE sessions per sub-frame is only 1.305% of the memory size of all UE 

sessions (31650 bytes). So the memory size of blackboard storage should be 

adjusted on the basis of needed UE sessions instead of all UE sessions. Finally, we 

analyze the whole LTE UPCUL component on needed number of blackboard 

storage. We come up with results that the whole LTE UPCUL component needs at 

most three blackboard storages. In the future, we need to focus on the third 

blackboard storage designs and communications.  

 

We design the Combining Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & Filters architecture on 

the basis of four main FOs, see Section 2. There are nearly 42 FOs totally in LTE 

UPCUL component. We need to analyze the other FOs in order to apply the 

Combining Multi-Blackboards and Pipes & Filters architecture in the whole LTE 

project. We discuss about this aspect with our co-work team. We also make a list 

of request operations of these FOs, and came up with solutions for them.  

 

As we know, we have two blackboard storages in the Combining Multi-

Blackboards and Pipes & Filters architecture. These two blackboard storages have 

the same size of memory which is equal to all UE sessions byte size. But after we 

analyze real network data, we find out that the maximum memory size of needed 

UE sessions per sub-frame is only 1.305% of the memory size of all UE sessions 

(31650 bytes). So the memory size of blackboard storage should be adjusted on the 

basis of needed UE sessions instead of all UE sessions. It will save our memory 

storage.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
We have simply negative cases descriptions here. Due to Ericsson confidential policy, we 

can´t detail each negative case here. 

.  

Table8 Negative cases description 

Negative case analysis subject Negative cases 

Extendibility of the number of FOs  If we consider to add the rest four Fos into 

the new architecure :  

 ULMACCE_VALFO_prepareUeTrace 

 ULMACCE_rateShaping 

 ULMACCE_drxcontrol 

 ULMACCE_VALFO_cleanUp 

Extendibility of standards and rules  N/A 

Extendibility of the numbers of blackboards   We extend the numbers of blackboards 

from 2 to 3. The consistency among the 

three blackboards will be impacted.  

 When we extend the numbers of 

blackboards,  we will have longer time 

to synchronize UE contexts in different 

blackboards. How about we extends the 

number of blackboards from 2 to over 3.  

 We have some other fields in UE 

session that will have big impact on the 

limited number of blackboards. Show in 

Figure 17. 

Extendibility of the number of signals  We have following eight signals will be 

considered in the new architecure.  

 pdcchCfm 

 scheduleRamsg3Lnd 

 scheduleRamsg2Rej 

 ulL1MacCtrlInfolnd 

 PdcchReq 

 PdcchLnd 

 UlHarqAlloclnd 

 ScheduleRaMsg2Req 
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Figure 17 Fields in UE sessions that limit the number of blackboards 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


